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I sometimes wonder what the Founders, if they could return to life and see their creation,
would  think  of  today’s  American  Republic.  President  George  W.  Bush  described  the
Constitution of the United States as “just a goddamned piece of paper” before he went on a
rampage all over the world in what he called the “war on terror.” Of course, he had probably
never even read the Constitution or the Federalist Papers and therefore did not understand
how the Founders had deliberately made it difficult to go to war, which they regarded as the
greatest  evil  confronting  the  new  nation.  Bush  proceeded  to  push  through  other
unconstitutional legislation including the so-called Patriot Act which empowered him to kill
some hundreds of thousands of innocent human beings in places like Afghanistan and Iraq
without declaring war on anyone after having produced fabricated information to justify the
brutality.

But  that  was  then  and  now is  quite  different  and  even  worse,  with  a  president  who  often
appears to be lacking any brain cells holding hands behind his furrowed brow. The United
States is currently at war in two countries, has illegal occupying military forces based in at
least three more, and is quite possibly conniving at adding a few more enemies du jour,
namely Iran, North Korea, Venezuela, China and Russia. All of this is being accomplished
without declarations of war from Congress and without even compliance with the 1973
unconstitutional War Powers Act, which mandated that the president should be confronting
an imminent threat to take such action. Joe Biden and his Secretary of State Antony Blinken
have  also  twice  sidestepped  the  requirement  that  Congress  should  approve  all  arms
transfers to foreign nations by falsely claiming an “emergency” to ship $250 million of
armaments to Israel, weapons that are being used to carry out a genocide against the
Palestinians, making the US totally complicit in that war crime.

I have of course been following the Republican primaries as well as the flow of self-justifying
verbiage otherwise known as lying coming out of  the mouths of  the Democratic Party
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incumbents,  most  notably  the  Zionist-Catholic  Commander-in-Chief  Joe  Biden;  his  able
sidekick Kamala “has anyone seen her lately” Harris; his Antony Blinken who goes to Israel
to  negotiate  and  the  first  thing  he  tells  Bibi  is  that  he  is  a  Jew;  his  Director  of  Homeland
Security Alejandro Mayorkas who has forgotten that real countries have borders; and his
Treasury Secretary Janice Yellen who is happy funding multiple wars simultaneously while
running up the already unsustainable federal debt. Behind it all is the apparent belief that
the United States should be empowered to tell the rest of the world how to behave. Oh, and
the Democrats have decided to base their 2024 campaign on the highbrow principle of free
abortions for everyone! Joe Biden’s confessor would like to hear that!

And then there is Congress, which is following the Senator John McCain principle that one
should  always  embrace the  possibility  for  a  new war.  Congressman Nancy Pelosi  and
Senator Schumer seem to love Ukraine and Israel so much that it leaves little time to do
anything for their actual constituents. Schumer often reminds audiences that his surname is
close to the Hebrew word for protector, making him “the Jewish state’s protector in the
Senate.”

The problem is that America’s so-called government has been so corrupted by both money
pouring in from defense contractors and Jewish/Israeli interests that they have lost sight of
the people who have the misfortune of having voted the bastards into office. Opinion polls
suggest  that  the  public  has  gone  off  both  the  comedians  running  Ukraine  and  the  Israeli
baby killers in Gaza. The voters have also learned that they have little to no say regarding
what the psychopaths in the White House and on Capitol Hill decide to do with their tax
money and even their very lives.

Just  to  show how useless  voting  has  become,  it  is  interesting  to  look  at  the  policies
concerning war and peace that have been enunciated by current and recent presidential
candidates to find out if anyone seriously wants to step on the brakes of the war machine.
Bear in mind that the Neocons have come to control of the foreign policies of both major
parties which means that Israel will always come first in Washington while war will also be a
constant element in America’s relationship with the world.

First comes Genocide Joe whose record speaks for itself.

He managed to get out of Afghanistan by abandoning many billions of dollars-worth of
military equipment and killing a bunch of American soldiers, but he quickly sought to make
up for  that by avoiding a negotiated end to the Ukraine-Russia conflict  and giving Israel  a
free hand backed by money and weapons to undertake the slaughter in Gaza. He has made
America accessory to both conflicts and has a hit list of other countries he might decide to
weaken or attack to demonstrate that he is a strong leader. The possible victims include
major nations like Iran, Russia and China. He is now attacking the Houthis in Yemen and has
warned that if even a single American is killed at the illegal military bases in Iraq and Syria
he might have to go to war with Iran, which he blamed for the incidents without providing
any evidence. His Vice President is Kamala Harris, who is married to a Hollywood Jewish
lawyer.  She  is,  of  course,  little  more  than an  affirmative  action  token in  place,  but  makes
noises indicating that she is fully on board with what is going on with Israel and Ukraine.

Trump the GOP nominee-apparent? He is completely ignorant on most issues including
foreign policy and wars and he appoints reckless hawks and neocons like Mike Pompeo and
John Bolton to senior positions. Christian Zionist Mike Pence, a dispensationalist who wants
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the world to end so he can be wafted up to heaven, was his Vice President. Trump is totally
owned by the Israel Lobby operating through his son-in-law and his former Ambassador to
Israel David Friedman. Friedman notably spent his time in the Jewish state supporting Israel
rather than working on behalf of American citizens or US interests. Trump moved the US
Embassy to Jerusalem in spite of international agreements making such a move illegal after
receiving  $100  million  in  political  donations  from Las  Vegas  casino  magnate  Sheldon
Adelson. He also recognized Israel’s illegal annexation of the Syrian Golan Heights, allowed
illegal  settlement  expansion,  and  gave  Netanyahu  a  free  hand  in  dealing  with  the
Palestinians. Trump also ordered the killing of Qassim Suleimani, a senior Iranian official who
was in Baghdad on a peace mission and staged missile attacks on Syria based on false
intelligence. Trump gives lip service to ending “useless wars” but never did so in practice
when he was in office. He is prone to throwing around threats and has declared recently that
if an enemy in the Middle East spills a “’drop of American blood’ I will spill a ‘gallon of
yours.’” This comes from a man who avoided the Vietnam War draft because he found a
doctor who discovered that he suffered from “bone spurs.”

And then there is still standing the Republican contender Nikki Haley, former Governor of
South Carolina and Donald Trump’s United Nations representative. She has been described
as the female version of John McCain and she is a complete supporter of the carnage in
Ukraine and is even more so a total Israel firster. She is a hawk across the board and it is
believed that the bulk of her political financial support comes from Jewish sources that are
tied to Israel. She has said that Israel should eliminate Hamas, which she considers to
encompass all Palestinians, and that the US should not take in any Palestinian refugees. She
also rejects  the two-state  solution to  the Israel-Palestine conflict  because the Palestinians,
who have rejected several two states solutions according to Nikki, want instead a one-state
solution that would eliminate Israel. She also supports the war against Russia in Ukraine.

And then there is good old Governor Ron DeSantis of Florida, who recently dropped out of
the race. He might just be the most vicious Zionist of them all. He has led a number of

delegations  from Florida  to  Israel  and  was  one  of  the  first  to  respond to  October  7th  Gaza
events  by  banning  Palestinian  groups  at  all  state  universities  due  to  their  alleged
“antisemitism.”

He did not ban or even criticize a single Jewish group for cheerleading the subsequent
slaughter of the Palestinians and even opposes giving Palestinian refugees US visas because
he claims they are all “antisemites.” He fully supports everything Israel is doing in Gaza and
believes the Netanyahu should have a free hand to do whatever he wants to the Arabs.
When DeSantis was a Congressman he notoriously refused to meet with survivors in his
district from the 1967 Israeli attack on the USS Liberty which killed 34 American crewmen
and injured more than 170. The Israelis sought to sink the ship and a cover-up of the
incident ensued thanks to President Lyndon Baines Johnson, who declared that he would
rather see the ship go to the bottom of the sea and all on board killed than embarrass his
Israeli friends. LBJ also ordered the recall of a squadron of US jet fighters that were sent to
help the Liberty.

Not much room left! Finally there is Robert F. Kennedy Jr (RFK Jr) who initially did a good job
in fooling potential voters into thinking he was a man of peace, but he turned all John
McCain  after  he blundered by praising Pink  Floyd’s  Roger  Waters.  Israel’s  friends and
partisans quickly informed him that Waters was on their enemies list because of his openly
expressed support for the Palestinian cause. Kennedy immediately deleted his praise of
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Waters and declared him to be a “vicious anti-Semite.” He also claimed falsely that the
Palestinian  Authority  has  offered  to  pay  a  bounty  to  any  Palestinians  who  “kill  a  Jew
anywhere in the world” while also claiming that Palestinian children are all “being raised as
serial killers. He approves of the demolitions of Palestinians’ homes and argues that in Gaza
“Israel is doing more right now to protect human life” while he also praises the IDF’s “unique
moral approach” to war.

Kennedy also issued a detailed statement online and has become one of the Jewish state’s
most outspoken supporters. He posted on X: “This ignominious, unprovoked, and barbaric
attack on Israel must be met with world condemnation and unequivocal support for the
Jewish state’s right to self-defense. We must provide Israel with whatever it needs to defend
itself — now. As President, I’ll make sure that our policy is unambiguous so that the enemies
of Israel will think long and hard before attempting aggression of any kind. I applaud the
strong statements of support from the Biden White House for Israel in her hour of need.
However,  the scale of  these attacks means it  is  likely that Israel  will  need to wage a
sustained military campaign to protect  its  citizens.  Statements of  support  are fine,  but we
must follow through with unwavering, resolute, and practical action. America must stand by
our ally throughout this operation and beyond as it exercises its sovereign right to self-
defense.”

Kennedy’s  inability  to  separate  fact  from  fiction  is  evident  in  his  referral  to  “Palestinian
settlements within Israel,” when describing Palestinians living in what is left of their former
land that is now under Israeli occupation and subject to constant settlement expansion, as
though the Palestinians are the ones colonizing the Israelis. Kennedy is now running as an
independent but has lost many of his staffers because of his position on Gaza. Many antiwar
Americans were initially thrilled when Kennedy announced that he would be against Joe
Biden in this year’s primaries and that he’d hired former Democratic congressman Dennis
Kucinich, an antiwar progressive, to be his campaign manager. But Kucinich quit in the
middle  of  October.  In  November,  Kennedy’s  field  team,  headed  by  former  California
Congressman Dana Rohrabacher’s wife Rhonda, also quit. In December, his foreign policy
and veteran’s affairs adviser James R. Webb, Marine Corps veteran of Iraq War II and son of
the former senator from Virginia, also submitted his resignation. Webb revealed that his
resignation  was  in  disgust  over  Kennedy’s  stance  on  Israel’s  ethnic  cleansing  of  the
Palestinians in the Gaza strip and Kennedys’ claim that “collective punishment” of civilians
is justified.

One might add that there is  another interesting more-or-less independent in the race,
namely Jill Stein who will be seeking the nomination of the Green Party. She is a genuine
antiwar person whom I have known for eight years and she has criticized the “endless war
machine” as well as what is going on in Ukraine and in Gaza, where she has called for an
immediate  cease  fire.  Alas,  she  has  no  chance  of  getting  more  than  a  couple  percentage
points of the votes cast.

Other fringe candidates include Cornel West, an independent, and two Democrats who will
continue to appear on the primary ballots going ahead. They are Dean Phillips and Marianne
Williamson. So, there you have it folks. To paraphrase the immortal Donald Trump, peace on
earth is for losers!

*
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